Organizational Change Management
Key Enabler of Project Success
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But Seriously…

• BS, MS in ChemE from RPI
• Former energy research scientist, tech writer and high tech econ.
Dev. PM
• Director of Consulting for Edgewater’s Business Advisory
Services
–
–
–
–
–

M&A
PM Services
Organizational Change Management
Business Process Transformation
Business Improvement Roadmaps

• I am stronger on the people side of projects than the technical
side
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Edgewater’s OCM Experience
• Fifteen+ years
• A key success factor in all of my projects
• Our OCM clients include Chobani, Dannon, Bumblebee and
Smucker’s
• Critical OCM guidance during multiple M&A transactions
• (talk about radical change!)
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To change with change
Is the changeless state
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-Bruce Lee

Organizational Change Management (OCM)

“The transforming of the organization so it is
aligned with the execution of a chosen
corporate business strategy. It is the
management of the human element in a
large-scale change project . . .”
Source: Gartner Group
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Today’s Business Reality
Change is….
Rapid

Nonstop

Accelerating

Overlapping
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Fewer than 20% of the
organizations surveyed have
organizational change
management capability
PMI Pulse of the Profession 2012
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…Without Change Management Experience

It’s a People Problem
Everyone has different needs

In a single training audience, you will be up
against…..

Those who are counting down the
clock to retirement….

The cheerful and over-eager noobs

The paranoid conspiracy theorists

Those for whom ANY degree of change
is too much

Executives with deeply entrenched
habitual needs

Those who are overly attached to the
consulting team

Those who are convinced you are
implementing the wrong system

Go ahead, implement new software without
dealing with EVERYONE’s issues….
And see if they invite you to a post go live
party…

The missing ingredient
• Has several names:
•
•

OCM: Organizational Change Management
OPM: Organizational Project Management (which incorporates OCM)

My dark secret:

I hate these terms

Aha!!
You don’t “manage change.”
You lead people and organizations
through change
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OCM Goals
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Aligns

• Leadership and coaches them on managing the change
process

Anticipates

• Resistance so it can be managed productively

Develops

• Strategies to minimize disruption to people and the
business

Accelerates

• Results through earlier buy-in and user adoption

Redefines

• Organization structure, business processes and job roles

Communicates

• Effectively to explain the drivers for and benefits of change

Tailors

• Training for everyone who is affected

OCM Focus Areas

Sponsorship and
Communication
Clarify the target state
vision and business
benefits
Identify/mobilize
change agents
Craft key messages
each audience
segment
Design change
leadership framework
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Process and
Organization
Impact/Alignment
Define key process
areas, KPIs

Document guiding
principles for aligning
the organization to the
change
Assess change
readiness across all
internal and external
groups

Training and
Support
Determine high-level
training needs and
the most
effective/efficient
means of delivery

Identify additional
activities and tools
required to sustain
the change (support
planning, job-aids,
user groups, etc.)

Challenges Every Project Team Faces
Preparing for
Change

• Obtaining staff
commitment
• Defining and
executing backfill
strategies
• Communication
planning
• Managing
expectations
• Communicating the
project vision
• Keeping people
informed and
positive
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Executing Change

Addressing Change
Resistance

• Defining process
changes
• Defining role
changes
• Developing training
materials
• Training end users
• Incentivizing the
workforce
• Supporting users
after go-live
• Sustaining the
changes
• Balancing competing
priorities

• Fear
• Cynicism
• Confusion on
priorities
• Understanding the
what, why, who and
how
• Entrenched
behaviors and tools
• Internal politics
• Different learning
styles
• Competing
commitments
• Negative climate or
dysfunctional culture

Climate Drives Culture
Climate - tangible, directly observable, what people experience
•Practices
•Policies
•Procedures
•Routines

Beliefs and
values are rarely
wrong, but are
frequently undersupported by
climate
•Beliefs
•Values
•Attitudes

•Relationships
•Hierarchy
•Support &
rewards

Climate is…

How it gets
expressed…

Culture is…

How it gets
expressed…
•Quick vs. right
•Quota vs. quality
•Output vs. people
•Doubt vs. trust

Culture – not directly observable, the psychology of the workplace
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Practicalities of Change
Well coordinated change shortens and lessens business disruption and
enables the organization to achieve higher performance

PERFORMANCE

High

Desired
Future State

Change is
introduced

Well Coordinated
Change

Current
State

Duration of Disruption

Transition
Uncoordinated
Change
Depth of Disruption

Low
Short-term
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TIME

Long-term

Why is Change Management So Hard?
It’s an art and a science
It is both complex and simple
Today’s change agent is tomorrow’s change
resistor
The context is changing, and is sometimes
hidden from you

Generational, cultural and language difficulties
Because change is HARD for everybody!
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Critical Building Blocks
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Intuition

Knowledge

Agility

Emotional
Intelligence

Clarity

Consistency

Creativity

Sincerity

Empathy

Is Your Project’s Core Team Ready to Handle
OCM?
More than half my core team played a leadership role in my last successful major
system implementation
Our core team fully understands our goals for moving to software
We have leadership and a steering committee in place that understands they
must play an active role on the project
We have a training development team
We have a hierarchy of business processes defined, with process owners
assigned, and current processes documented
We have a vibrant and viable two-way communication framework throughout all
levels of our organization
We have a corporate portal already built out for organizing and storing our
process documentation and training materials
We already know where significant change resistance may exist
Our core team understands that data ownership is necessary for success and
stands ready to fully participate in data preparedness, cleansing, etc.
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What Happens When There Is No OCM
Experience On The Project Team?
Situation

Impact

Hired consultants for Phase 1,
tried to go it alone for future
phases and abandoned all best
practices brought in by the
consulting team.

• Phase 1 was successful and smooth, but
subsequent rollouts were rocky.
• The business ran up a huge support bill with its
implementation partner because no one knew
how to use the new functionality.
• The business had to re-engage OCM
consultants.

New ERP made business more
efficient and reduced the need
for high levels of staff in certain
positions while other
departments were growing.

• Although the company had a high commitment
to its workforce, they did not retrain existing
staff proactively, and reluctantly laid them off in
some departments while hiring in others.
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What Happens When Roles And
Responsibilities Are Not Fully Defined?
Situation

Impact

Unclear responsibilities regarding who
maintained MRP rules increased distrust
of new MRP system because it
inappropriately recommended work
and/or purchase orders

• Item maintenance was severely
hampered because the right people
were not given system permissions to
perform their tasks.
• Frustrated people reverted to using
Excel instead of the system for
maintenance of specific item
attributes, which impeded long term
goals of better item reporting.

Deciding that something had to be done
around procurement of MRO items ($40$70M annually), client shut down all
purchasing authority of office staff.

• Entire headquarters ran out of printer
paper for a full week because people
didn’t understand what was being
purchased under the guise of an MRO
item or who was responsible for it.
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Impact of Inadequate Training Design and
Training
Situation

Impact

Customer Service
Representatives kept overwriting customer contact
information

• Multiple issues with broker payments

PO entry and approval
process was not trained in
an end to end context

• Two weeks of PO’s stalled in approvers’ queues
and were not issued to vendors. This shut down
several lines and mitigation strategy drove
shipping costs through the roof

Failure to adequately train
procurement staff on UOMs
of various items – these had
changed between old
system and new one

• An order from Asian suppliers dramatically
exceeded a 14 month supply and caused a
$240,000 loss on the product; everyone who
touched the PO thought it was an order for only
one month’s supply of that product

No one was trained on why it • Neither raw material nor finished goods inventory
was necessary to close out
was accurate and people ran the business from a
batch orders in the system.
daisy chain of spreadsheets in each department
because they couldn’t trust the system.
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Impact of Failing to Validate Business
Assumptions
Situation

Impact

Didn’t adequately plan for Customer
Service staffing and new responsibilities
during system immediate post-go-live
period

Hired 10 temps for three months to
handle increased workload

Critical goal of tracking four key
elements of a product cost was missed –
project team improperly understood
capabilities of the system

Only summary level cost for each item
was loaded into system, which made it
impossible to easily report on some
highly-variable cost categories.

Failed to consider parts stockrooms
schedule limitations (staff onsite only 14
hours daily) against production’s 24 hour
operational schedule

Production stoppages during third shift –
could not get parts out of stockroom to
keep machines running; the third time
this happened without some resolution,
operators hooked a tow motor to the
gate of the stock room cage and pulled
the door out of the wall
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What Happens to an ERP Project when OCM
is not Implemented Well?
Situation

Impact

Client failed to validate assumptions
involving scope, net change impact on
business, and potential problems/risks in
advance of defining timeline and budget
for an ERP upgrade/expansion to new
sites.

Implementation timeline increased 50%
and actual implementation costs doubled

During a plant-by-plant, WMS
implementation (2 year total planned
duration), client management ignored
our concerns and input about identified
resistance (unresolved conflicts around
new tasks and union agreements,
complete lack of buy in by warehouse
supervision, significant fear around
potential workforce reductions) at the
first location selected

Two weeks before go-live, during training
for all supervisors, the entire group
walked out of training and refused to
participate in rollout because of
unresolved concerns about resource
loading and assignments. Had to re-plan
entire rollout, with six month delay to
overall two year timeline.
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What Happens to an ERP Project when OCM
is not Implemented Well?
Situation

Impact

Client reduced IT workforce in advance
of ERP implementation as the old
systems were going away, but failed to
consider new requirements on IT from
operating and supporting the new ERP

Went live but had to bring in 3-4
expensive contractors for 3-6 months as
they hired new IT staff, at higher salaries
than those who had been eliminated.

GL project team refused to perform tasks
compliant with the documented
implementation methodology, saying “it
doesn’t apply to them” during a GL
implementation

Schedule disruption to first portion of
ERP project (implementing GL) caused
overall delay of 3 months to full
implementation of new ERP

End users not held accountable for the
training that they attended.

Six months after go-live, the business
can’t perform month end close without
extensive consultant support.
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What Happens to an ERP Project when OCM
is not Implemented Well?
Situation

Impact

Client tried to do a production reporting
implementation using only staff
accountants, quoting a corporate policy
that hourly employees are not allowed to
participate in “projects”

Refused our fervent recommendations to
include affected staff onto the project
team. Had to do the project twice as the
first time it failed to consider all
necessary activities in affected
processes.

Unclear accountability and
responsibilities between business team
members and IT team members were
not recognized (though we had been
pointing this out) were not discovered
until system integration testing when
each pointed their fingers at the other
saying “you were supposed to do this.”

Critical functionality and scenarios had
fallen through the cracks which required
significant re-work of testing, turning a
two week testing cycle into a six week
effort – with resulting one month delay in
go-live.
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What Happens to an ERP Project when OCM
is not Implemented Well?
Situation

Impact

One year after implementing new O2C
software (note, not processes), client
discovered that CSRs had regressed
back to the old way of doing things on
the new system.

Had to circle back and re-define the core
business processes after go-live
because they had tried to circumvent
any org or role work during the O2C
implementation (which the IT group had
tried to make only about software and
new SOPs). Ended up almost having to
do the implementation twice.

Failure to adequate assess employee
skills – turns out none of the supervisors
or admins owned PCs (this was years
ago) and had no experience with use of
a PC with GUI software vs. use of a
green-screen terminal.

had to stop training production
supervisors on new software in order to
conduct remedial training on use of GUI
interfaces and use of a mouse; did not
significantly delay training, but made the
supervisors feel stupid, which is not a
good entry point into any training event.
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What Happens to an ERP Project when OCM
is not Implemented Well?
Situation

Impact

Client failed to get alignment around
Ended up doing the project FOUR times
responsibilities of various stakeholders in over a three year duration before
an item lifecycle project – attempt to
successful.
define item master data management
processes and governance.
Because of budget considerations, client
pushed much documentation
responsibilities to the project team on a
P2P implementation.
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Team did not document well or
completely, training material was
horrible, and this was not recognized by
client until one month before go-live.
Only recourse was to bring in 3 external
writers to help re-do all of the materials
and had to push out go-live two months.

Recapping our Experience of OCM Failures
If OCM is a key to success, then the lack of it can be a contributor to
much business and ERP project pain
Here are the key reasons for this pain:
– People do not understand because they are not informed
– Failure to challenge and validate assumptions involving people and business
processes
– Failure to do reasonable resource planning (50% + 50% + 50% is a formula
for ensuring something critical will be missed or not done)
– Core team forgets that bringing the business along on a ERP project is their
responsibility, not the vendor’s
– Compromises, e.g., in terms of what gets done, when and buy whom, during
an ERP project are routine – but this needs to balanced against business
and project priorities; failure to do this will invariable increase risk, which
increases cost and duration
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Tasks should be addressed in every project plan
Steering committee and core team roles and responsibilities for communications,
escalation, coaching, and rewarding
Define and approve a two way communication plan
Team collaboration framework, tools, portals
Training development best practices and responsibilities
Training delivery best practices and responsibilities

Document business process changes
Organization design and workload planning, staff migration into new/changed job
roles
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How Would you Handle….
• You are a Program Manager for a IT dept in a large company.
•
•

•
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There is a flurry of small, infrastructure improvement projects underway
that are long overdue and you are leading many of them.
Many of the end-users you regularly deal with are starting to grumble
because some of their hot-button, business improvement projects have
been delayed.
They have really opened up to you because they trust you.

How Would you Handle….
• As a PM for an enterprise-software implementation you have
been tasked with many change management tasks that you are
not sure you know how to perform.
•
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Your Program Manager gave you some templates to fill out, but you are
doubtful of your ability to deliver the desired result.

How Would you Handle….
• Your software implementation is moving along well.
•
•

•

System testing and training development is complete.
You are working with the business lead in the Customer Service dept
(where most of the impacted end-users are located) about final plans for
training delivery.
You become aware than because of some customer disruption, up to a
third of the CSRs and supervisors won’t be able to attend formal training
as scheduled.

Don’t worry about it!
– the others will pick it up after go-live.
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How would you handle…..
• Your lead business contact is late (again) getting his team to
finish their testing scenarios.
•
•
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They have already missed several deadlines.
You decide to check out their progress, visit their team room, and it is
chaos – they are in full panic mode.

When you are in the trenches….
• Don’t let your project charter gather dust on a shelf
•

People need to hear the same message
absorb it

•

It takes at least
to new behaviors

7 times before they

28 days to break a habit and commit

• MBWA! Don’t hide behind a plan or emails!
• Listen. Truly listen. Don’t judge. Don’t Overreact.
• If this is just not your strong suit, don’t fake it. Tap a team
member to handle the people stuff.
•
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Might need different team members to buddy up with different people.

For More Information
The Edgewater Technology Blog
– http://blog.edgewater.com/category/project-management/
– http://blog.edgewater.com/category/business-process-management/

LinkedIn Groups
– Business Improvement, Change Management and Performance
– Business Process Improvement and Change Management
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